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Abstract Porous scaffolds have the ability to minimize

transport barriers for both two- (2D) and three-dimensional

tissue engineering. However, current porous scaffolds may

be non-ideal for 2D tissues such as epithelium due to

inherent fabrication-based characteristics. While 2D tissues

require porosity to support molecular transport, pores must

be small enough to prevent cell migration into the scaffold

in order to avoid non-epithelial tissue architecture and

compromised function. Though electrospun meshes are the

most popular porous scaffolds used today, their heteroge-

neous pore size and intense topography may be poorly-

suited for epithelium. Porous scaffolds produced using

other methods have similar unavoidable limitations, fre-

quently involving insufficient pore resolution and control,

which make them incompatible with 2D tissues. In addi-

tion, many of these techniques require an entirely new

round of process development in order to change material

or pore size. Herein we describe ‘‘pore casting,’’ a fabri-

cation method that produces flat scaffolds with determin-

istic pore shape, size, and location that can be easily altered

to accommodate new materials or pore dimensions. As

proof-of-concept, pore-cast poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL)

scaffolds were fabricated and compared to electrospun

PCL in vitro using canine kidney epithelium, human colon

epithelium, and human umbilical vein endothelium. All

cell types demonstrated improved morphology and func-

tion on pore-cast scaffolds, likely due to reduced topog-

raphy and universally small pore size. These results suggest

that pore casting is an attractive option for creating 2D

tissue engineering scaffolds, especially when the applica-

tion may benefit from well-controlled pore size or

architecture.

1 Introduction

Tissue engineering has the potential to revolutionize

medicine by creating functional tissues. Producing these

tissues frequently requires the use of scaffolds to support

cell adhesion, proliferation, and organization. In particular,

porous scaffolds have gained popularity for their ability to

facilitate the transport of metabolites and waste which is

ubiquitously required for all tissues. However, tissue

engineers must also consider the effect of porous scaffold

architecture on physical cell-surface interactions which can

strongly regulate behavior [1–4]. As a result, pores

appropriate for three-dimensional (3D) tissues may be

inappropriate for two-dimensional (2D) tissues such as

epithelium and endothelium.

Native epithelium forms a largely 2D monolayer or

stratified multilayer which acts as a physical barrier and
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regulator of transport between adjacent body compartments

[5]. To retain this function, implantable epithelial scaffolds

must be permeable, but also prevent cell invasion that

would otherwise lead to abnormal tissue morphology and

impaired function [3, 6]. Pores in solid materials are

capable of providing this type of selective barrier, but only

if they are sufficiently small to prevent cell invasion. In

contrast, 3D tissues benefit from large pores that promote

cell infiltration and proliferation within the scaffold to form

a bulk tissue [7–9].

Electrospinning has been widely used to create porous

scaffolds due to its modest cost, and ability to create a

range of pore sizes [3, 10–12]. This technique produces

topographically-intense meshes of overlaid fibers with a

high surface-area-to-volume ratio and interconnected tor-

tuous pores. Although electrospun scaffolds may be

appropriate for many 3D tissues, they are likely a poor

choice for 2D tissues due to their highly-variable, hetero-

geneous pore size [13, 14]. Achieving a particular average

pore size is far from trivial and involves a major refinement

process to find the correct combination of six or more

parameters which may be unique to a particular polymer

and lab set-up. However, even after the appropriate aver-

age pore size has been achieved, the scaffold will still be at

risk for cell invasion due to large pores that persist even

when the average decreases because of a wide size distri-

bution. For example, one study found that electrospun

meshes with fibers 300 nm in diameter contained an

average pore diameter of 5 lm, yet the maximum diameter

was 30 lm, much larger than the size of most human cells

[15]. In addition, 2D tissues can respond poorly to the

intense topography of electrospun scaffolds that can further

impede proper monolayer formation [16]. Unfortunately,

other current scaffold fabrication methods other than

electrospinning are similarly inappropriate for 2D appli-

cations because of their own set of inherent limitations, the

most common of which are insufficient resolution and

poorly-controlled pore size/tortuosity/location. As a result,

fabrication techniques are typically chosen based on their

ability to produce a scaffold that meets one or a subset of

the most important design criteria for a particular appli-

cation [17–20].

The need for additional scaffold fabrication techniques

has long been recognized, but advances have typically

been slow and incremental [20]. However, tissue engineers

may be able to leverage existing technology from other

fields to develop new scaffold fabrication techniques that

lack the shortcomings of existing methods. Microfabrica-

tion is one such technology with the potential to revolu-

tionize scaffold fabrication due to its fine control over

micro- and nano-architecture [20–22]. Although most of

the studies using microfabrication tools in the biomed-

ical literature focus on topographically patterned surfaces

[23–25], these tools also have the potential to produce

porous scaffolds with exceptional control [26–30].

This article presents a novel scaffold fabrication tech-

nique hereafter referred to as pore casting. This method is

capable of creating sub-micron pores in thin scaffolds with

user-defined pore properties including size, shape, and

location in a variety of materials. The closest predecessor

to this technique was reported by Jackman et al. [29] which

used a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold to induce pores

in polymer films. While effective at producing large

(100 lm) pores, the previous technique was incapable of

producing small or high aspect ratio pores like those

required for 2D tissues (\5 lm) due to poor PDMS sta-

bility and solvent incompatibility [29–32]. Pore casting looks

to overcome these problems by replacing PDMS with non-

deformable, solvent-friendly silicon to produce thin scaf-

folds with minimum topography and user-defined pore

size. These scaffolds may be particularly attractive for the

development of small-diameter vascular tissue engineering

which has been stymied by thrombogenicity, loss of patency,

and bursting [33–40].

2 Materials and methods

Pore casting employs photolithography, deep reactive ion

etching (RIE), and spin-assisted templating to create thin,

porous scaffolds. First, a computer-aided design program

was used to design a photomask pattern of 2D features that

would later be converted into a 3D feature. Though there

are infinite combinations of patterns, shapes, and materials

imaginable, this proof of concept example was used

to produce high aspect ratio cylindrical pores in a thin

poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) film.

2.1 Membrane supports

Costar 12-well transwells with 0.4 lm pores were pur-

chased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Cambridge, MA).

Transwell membranes were removed from the supporting

structure and replaced with electrospun or pore-cast PCL

films that were attached using Silastic Medical Adhesive

from Dow Corning (Midland, MI). Prior to cell culture, all

materials were soaked in 70 % ethanol for 24 h and rinsed

with PBS.

2.2 Electrospun scaffold fabrication

PCL (Mn 70,000–90,000) was used to produce electrospun

scaffolds. First, PCL was dissolved in 5:1 chloroform:

methanol to form a solution that was 12 % w/v polymer.

This solution was then dispensed at 10 ml/h onto a slowly

rotating and translating collector at a working distance of
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12 cm using an applied voltage of 15 kV. Scaffold mor-

phology was assessed using ImageJ (National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, MD) and Photoshop (Adobe Systems

Incorporated, San Jose, CA) analysis of scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images. Briefly, surface pore size was

estimated in the XY plane using images collected at 2 kV

and 2509. This magnification was found to focus on

approximately the top three fiber layers which correspond

to approximately one cell diameter in depth. The threshold

function was then used to create a binary discrepancy

between fibers and pores for increased clarity. The modi-

fied image was then used to quantify individual pore sizes

in pixels and subsequently area in square microns using a

known scale. Finally, pore size was represented as the

diameter of a circle with equivalent area for ease of com-

parison to pore-cast scaffolds. A total of 100 pores were

counted across multiple areas to determine pore size. The

‘‘Oval Profile’’ plug-in with radial sums for directionality

was used to measure electrospun fiber directionality as

described elsewhere [41].

2.3 Pattern design

The photomask pattern was produced using L-Edit (Tanner

EDA Software Tools, Monrovia, CA). The pattern con-

sisted of a square array of circles 1 lm in diameter with

5 lm center-to-center spacing. Once completed, the design

files were sent to Toppan Photomasks, Inc. (Santa Clara,

CA) where they were printed as a quartz photomask with

transparent circles on an opaque chrome background.

2.4 Photolithography

Photolithography was used to transfer the array of features

from a 2D photomask onto a photoresist-covered silicon

wafer suitable for RIE. 10 cm boron-doped silicon wafers

with a 5,000 Å-thick surface layer thermally-grown silicon

dioxide were purchased from University Wafer, Inc. (South

Boston, MA). Once cleaned and inspected, the wafers were

coated with a thin layer of HMDS to serve as an adhesion

promoter using an EVG101 Advanced Resist Processing

System (EV Group Inc., Albany, NY), baked at 90 �C on a

hot plate for 1 min, and subsequently coated with

*3,000 Å of ma-N 2403 (Micro Resist Technology

GmbH, Berlin, Germany)—a negative photoresist. Wafers

were then soft baked at 100 �C on a hot plate for 1 min to

remove excess solvent. After cooling, wafers were loaded

one at a time beneath the patterned photomask under

vacuum contact and exposed to deep ultraviolet light

(220 nm) for a total dose of 260 mJ/cm2. Photoresist

exposed to light through transparent areas in the photomask

was cross-linked, while areas of photoresist beneath opa-

que chrome remained uncross-linked. Uncross-linked

photoresist was then removed by developing in a solution

of 5:1 Microposit� MF�-319 (Shipley Company, Marl-

borough, MA): H2O for 60 s and hard baked at 100 �C in

an oven for 30 min.

2.5 Reactive ion etching

All RIE was performed on a STS ASE HRM (Surface

Technology Systems, Newport, United Kingdom) utilizing

inductively coupled plasma technology. First, a 4 min and

15 s standard RIE processes was run using a platen power

of 130 W under a flow of 20 ml/min CHF3 and 30 ml/min

CF4 at a pressure of 200 mTorr to etch regions of silicon

dioxide not protected by overlying photoresist (the space

between circles). A deep RIE procedure was then carried

out for 74 cycles of alternating etch and passivation steps

with each cycle contributing additional vertical etch depth.

The etch step was set at 17 W platen power, 600 W ECR

power, and a flow of 130 ml/min SF6 with 13 ml/min O2

for 8 s at 20 mTorr. The passivation step used 0 W platen

power, 600 W ECR power, and a flow of 90 ml/min C4F8

for 5 s at 20 mTorr. After a sufficient etch depth had been

achieved, the wafer was treated with oxygen plasma in a

March Asher PX-250 (Nordson, Westlake, OH) for 10 min

at 200 W and 150 mTorr to remove any remaining pho-

toresist. The wafer was then placed in a buffered oxide etch

(7:1 v/v of 40 % NH4F in water to 49 % HF in water) for

8 min to strip the silicon oxide layer and thereafter cleaned

using piranha solution (3:1 v/v of H2SO4 to 30 % H2O2) for

20 min.

2.6 Spin-assisted polymer templating

A polymer solution of 2:15 w/v PCL:dichloromethane was

mixed vigorously for 3 h. Prior to polymer application, the

wafer was treated with oxygen plasma in a March Asher

for 20 min at 150 W to create a thin oxide layer and

thereby increase surface hydrophilicity. The silicon mold

was then coated with 10 ml of the PCL solution and rotated

on a CE100 Spinner (Brewer Science, Rolla, MO) at

1,500 rpm for 30 s causing the polymer solution to thin and

solidify on the mold. Next, the mold and adherent scaffold

were place into an oven at 67 �C for 15 min to re-flow the

polymer and allow for any local areas of heterogeneous

thickness to resolve. After the wafer and adherent film

passively cooled to room temperature (27 �C), they were

placed in a March Asher and treated with oxygen plasma

for 20 min at 200 W and 150 mTorr to remove polymer

aggregation on the tips of features. Finally, the film was

removed from the wafer by slow and careful peeling from

the wafer edge using tweezers to grip the unpatterned

regions of film. A subset of films had their thickness

measured prior to removal using an Alpha Step 500 Profiler
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(KLA-Tencor, Milpitas, CA). A summary of the pore

casting process is depicted in Fig. 1.

2.7 Scanning electron microscopy

Silicon molds were imaged directly using a Hitachi

S-3500N Scanning Electron Microscope (Gaithersburg,

MD) with an accelerating voltage of 5.0 kV. For biological

imaging, cells were first fixed in a solution of 0.1 M

sodium cacodylate, 0.1 M sucrose, and 3 % glutaraldehyde

for 24 h. The samples were then dehydrated by sequential

soaking in 35, 50, 70, 95, and two 100 % ethanol treat-

ments for 10 min each. Dehydration was completed by

covering samples with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS)

which was allowed to evaporate in a chemical fume hood at

room temperature. PCL films were then mounted on alu-

minum stubs using double-sided copper tape and sputtered

with 10 nm gold–palladium alloy using a Cressington

108auto Sputter Coater (Watford, United Kingdom) to

prevent surface charging.

2.8 In vitro cell culture

MDCK, a canine kidney epithelial cell line and Caco-2, a

human epithelial colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line were

purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA). Primary human

umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were gener-

ously provided by Dr. Gimbrone’s laboratory (Brigham

and Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA). All materials were

coated with 300 ll of 1 lg/ml laminin in phosphate buf-

fered saline (PBS) for 2 h prior to cell seeding to promote

cell adhesion. MDCK cells were seeded at 100,000 cells/

cm2 and maintained in alpha-modified minimum essential

media (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) with 10 % fetal

bovine serum, 1 % GIBCO� GlutaMAX (Life Technolo-

gies, Carlsbad, CA), and 1 % penicillin/streptomycin

(Lonza, Allendale, NJ) for 3 days. Caco-2 cells were seeded

at 40,000 cells/cm2 in alpha-modified minimum essential

media with 20 % fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals,

Norcross, GA), 1 % GlutaMAX, and 1 % penicillin/strep-

tomycin. After 24 h the media was replaced with serum-free

media of the otherwise same formulation. Thereafter cells

were re-fed every 2–3 days with the serum-free media until

culture was terminated after 7 days. HUVECs were seeded

at 50,000 cells/cm2 and maintained in EBM-2 (Lonza) with

20 % fetal bovine serum, EGM-2 SingleQuot (Lonza), 1 %

GlutaMAX, and 1 % penicillin/streptomycin. Media was

replaced 24 h after seeding and every 2–3 days thereafter

until the culture was ended at day 14. All cells were used

within five passages of receiving them from their source.

2.9 Cell plating efficiency

Cell plating efficiency was assessed by counting the

number of non-adherent cells at 24 h. Media samples were

collected from the bottom and top of transwells taking care

not to disturb adherent cells and quantified using a Coutler

Counter (Beckman Coulter, Danvers, MA). The non-

adherent cell count was then compared to the initial

number of cells seeded to obtain the percentage of adherent

cells on each scaffold.

2.10 Transepithelial resistance

Transepithelial resistance (TER) is a well-established

measure of tight junction formation in epithelium [42]. Prior

Fig. 1 Pore casting scaffold fabrication process. The surface of a

surface-oxidized silicon wafer is a coated with photoresist and

b exposed to deep UV light through a photomask for pattern transfer.

c Unexposed photoresist is developed away yielding bare silicon that

is subsequently d removed using deep RIE. e Remaining protective

photoresist is then removed to produce a silicon master mold with

cylindrical features. f A PCL solution is then deposited onto the mold

as a thin layer using spin-assisted templating. g After solvent

evaporation the film can be peeled from the mold to yield a porous

polymeric scaffold
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to cell seeding, a two-electrode TER instrument (World

Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL) was used to

measure the basal electrical resistance of each scaffold. On

the final day of culture, the process was repeated to measure

electrical resistance of the cell-scaffold construct. The initial

measurements for each scaffold prior to seeding were sub-

tracted from the corresponding final cell-scaffold values to

determine the cellular contribution to TER at each end point.

2.11 Immunohistochemistry

Upon completion of cell culture, cells were washed in PBS,

fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde for 10 min, and permeabi-

lized in 0.1 % Triton X-100 for 10 min. Samples were then

incubated in a blocking buffer of 2.5 % w/v bovine serum

albumin and 3 % v/v goat serum in PBS at room tempera-

ture for 2 h. The sample was then submerged in blocking

buffer containing 10 ll/ml of a primary antibody to zona

occludin 1 (ZO-1), a tight junction-associated protein and

incubated overnight on a shaker at 4 �C. The next day

samples were washed with PBS and placed in blocking

buffer with AlexaFluor 488 goat anti-rabbit green second-

ary antibody at 3.3 ll/ml and DAPI, a blue nuclear dye, at

10 ll/ml for 1 h. The samples were again washed with PBS

and then incubated with AlexaFluor 594 phalloidin, a red

stain for filamentous actin (f-actin), at 10 ll/ml for 20 min.

After three additional washes with PBS the samples were

cut, mounted on glass slides, and imaged using an Axioskop

MOT 2 (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA).

2.12 Statistical analysis

Data was reported as mean ± standard deviation. In vitro

results for adhesion and TER were analyzed with 8 inde-

pendent replicates. Data sets were compared using a two-

tailed unpaired Student’s t test. A value of P \ 0.05 was

considered significant.

3 Results

3.1 Pore-cast scaffold characterization

After substantial refinement of the etching process, a mold

of high aspect ratio cylinders with sub-micron diameter and

near-perpendicular sidewalls was produced. After 74

cycles (*16 min process time) a feature height of

16.2 ± 0.2 lm was achieved. The diameter of the cylin-

drical features at the base and tip were 790 ± 50 and

680 ± 20 nm respectively (Fig. 2a) corresponding to a

sidewall angle of 90.28.
Films produced by spin-assisted templating PCL onto

the silicon mold were 9.9 ± 0.3 lm thick which was less

than the 16.2 lm feature height suggesting that pores fully

transverse the scaffold. This observation was confirmed by

SEM which showed cylinders protruding beyond the PCL

surface during molding (Fig. 2b) and openings on both

sides of the scaffold after delamination. Pore openings at

the bottom (molded by the cylindrical base) and top of the

film were 810 ± 60 and 650 ± 120 nm in diameter

respectively (Fig. 2c, d). There was no significant differ-

ence between silicon feature diameter and pore size for the

top (P = 0.40) or bottom (P = 0.32) of the scaffold. The

total porosity of the scaffold was *1.33 %.

3.2 Electrospun scaffold characterization

The electrospun scaffold properties were chosen based on

handling (a practical requirement for surgical manipula-

tion), inherent electrical resistance, and precedence in the

literature [37, 43–47]. Electrospun scaffolds had baseline

resistances of 5.2 ± 0.3 X/cm2 which was statistically

similar to the 6.7 ± 0.5 X/cm2 of bare pore-cast scaffolds

(P = 0.06). Electrospun scaffold morphology qualitatively

appeared very different than pore-cast PCL (Fig. 3).

Electrospun fibers were 3.68 ± 0.57 lm in diameter and

resulted in surface-level pores 8.85 ± 4.40 lm across that

were significantly larger than cast pores (P \ 0.001). The

scaffolds were also much thicker than pore-cast PCL at

246 ± 23 lm (P \ 0.001). Fast Fourier transform analysis

revealed that the scaffold did not display a preferred fiber

orientation (P = 0.84).

3.3 Cell plating efficiency

24 h after seeding, 92.5 ± 2.5 % of MDCK cells were

adherent to the electrospun scaffold compared to

97.1 ± 1.5 % on pore-cast scaffolds (P \ 0.001). Caco-2

cells showed similar plating efficiencies on each material

with 89.8 ± 1.5 % adherence on electrospun PCL com-

pared to 89.8 ± 2.0 % on pore-cast scaffolds (P = 0.96).

HUVECs also displayed statistically similar levels of

adherence on each scaffolds with 97.1 ± 0.3 and 97.2 ±

0.6 % adhesion on electrospun and pore-cast PCL respec-

tively (P = 0.85). These results are summarized in Fig. 4.

3.4 Assessment of cellular morphology by SEM

MDCK cells on electrospun scaffolds closely followed the

shape of the underlying fibers and as a result, displayed 3D

architecture (Fig. 5). Scaffold coverage appeared to be

incomplete with poor coverage between widely-spread

fibers. In addition, many cells with rounded morphology

were present, especially just below the surface layer of

fibers. Alternately, MDCK cells on pore-cast PCL com-

pletely covered the scaffold surface as a confluent
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monolayer with individual cells generally assuming a well-

spread polygonal morphology (Fig. 5).

Caco-2 cells on electrospun PCL formed small islands

separated by large areas of exposed scaffold. Cell coverage

was poor even in the most densely populated regions

(Fig. 5). Compared to MDCK, Caco-2 cells appeared more

capable of spanning large pores. As a result, scaffold

invasion was reduced, though still present in some areas. In

contrast, Caco-2 cells on pore-cast scaffolds were well-

spread, flat, and completely covered the surface as a con-

fluent monolayer (Fig. 5).

HUVECs on electrospun PCL exhibited poor surface

coverage and appeared suspended between fibers at the

surface and several layers below. Cells also displayed

numerous cell processes that extended to adjacent fibers

and nearby cells. HUVECs on pore-cast scaffolds were

confluent and well-spread with processes extended radially

to adjacent cells (Fig. 5).

3.5 Cellular organization and tight junction formation

MDCK cells on electrospun scaffolds displayed virtually no

ZO-1 localization at cell–cell borders, but stained intensely

for f-actin in stress fibers centralized within dense clusters

of cells (Fig. 6, row 1, asterisks). Cell nuclei appeared to

deform around electrospun fibers and were visible in mul-

tiple focal planes indicating scaffold penetration. Alter-

nately, MDCK on the pore-cast scaffold appeared to form a

Fig. 2 Scanning electron microscopy images of the pore casting process. a Silicon mold with high aspect ratio vertical columns. b PCL spun

onto the silicon mold. c Top and d bottom of pore-cast scaffold after removal from the mold

Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopy images of a an electrospun mesh, b a pore-cast scaffold with circular pores *700 nm in diameter, and c a

pore-cast scaffold with circular pores *1.5 lm in diameter. Scaffolds from a and b were used as substrates for cell culture in this study
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monolayer of polygonal, flat, and well-distributed cells with

centralized nuclei. ZO-1 was present in high levels at the

cell–cell border indicating the proper localization of tight

junctions (Fig. 6, row 2, arrowheads). All cell types

including MDCK exhibited minimal f-actin staining on

pore-cast scaffolds, so fluorescent intensity was increased

using image processing techniques. After image enhance-

ment, f-actin was found preferentially at the cell border

indicating a cortical localization of microfilaments charac-

teristic of mature epithelium.

Caco-2 cells on electrospun scaffolds showed generally

poor epithelial morphology (Fig. 6, row 3). ZO-1 was

localized at some cell–cell junctions, but lacking in many

others. Cortical f-actin was also only observed in a small

subset of cells. Like MDCK, Caco-2 cell nuclei were

observed in multiple focal planes suggesting scaffold

penetration and 3D tissue formation. Caco-2 cells on the

pore-cast scaffold, however, formed a well-organized epi-

thelium (Fig. 6, row 4). ZO-1 was localized at cell–cell

borders and generally co-stained with f-actin. Cells were

evenly spread across the surface of the scaffold and did not

seem to overlap or deform due to scaffold architecture.

HUVECs were highly heterogeneous on electrospun

PCL and displayed a fibroblastic morphology (Fig. 6, row

5). ZO-1 was diffuse and poorly enriched at cell borders.

Numerous f-actin-positive stress fibers were also observed.

Cells appeared to overlap in most locations, though sparse

areas of monolayer were present. HUVECS on pore-cast

PCL displayed normal epithelial morphology, with uniform

cell shape and prominent membranous localization of both

f-actin and ZO-1 (Fig. 6, row 6).

3.6 Barrier function

After 3 days of culture the resistance of MDCK cells on

electrospun PCL reached 15 ± 7 X/cm2 which was sig-

nificantly lower than 381 ± 84 X/cm2 on pore-cast scaf-

folds (P \ 0.001). Caco-2 cells also exhibited significantly

lower TER on electrospun PCL compared to pore-cast

scaffolds measuring 5 ± 2 and 1,850 ± 240 X/cm2

respectively after 7 days (P \ 0.001). HUVECs achieved a

minimal TER of 1 ± 1 X/cm2 on electrospun PCL which

was significantly lower than their resistance on pore-cast

scaffolds of 13 ± 2 X/cm2 (P \ 0.001). A summary of

these results is included in Table 1.
Fig. 4 Percentage adherent cells on electrospun (gray) and pore-cast

(black) scaffolds 24 h after seeding. *** indicates P \ 0.001

Fig. 5 SEM images of cells on electrospun and pore-cast PCL scaffolds. MDCK, Caco-2, and HUVEC cultured for 3, 7, and 14 days

respectively. Cracking (white arrowheads) is an artifact of dehydration/fixation and not representative of cell morphology
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4 Discussion

4.1 Scaffold characterization

Pore casting has the ability to produce thin film scaffolds

with well-controlled pore size and location. Cylinders in the

silicon mold were slightly smaller than the initial pattern on

the photomask due to the small horizontal component of the

deep RIE recipe used. Though deep RIE preferentially

removes silicon in the vertical direction, slight undercutting

may also occur, resulting in reduced feature size. Because

the eventual pore size is well-correlated with mold feature

Fig. 6 Immunohistochemical staining of cells for ZO-1 (green,

column 1), f-actin (red, column 2), DAPI (blue, column 3), and the

merged imaged (column 4). MDCK, Caco-2, and HUVEC cultured

for 3, 7, and 14 days respectively. Areas of cells enriched in stress

fibers are indicated by an asterisk. Arrowheads indicate membranous

ZO-1 localization. Asterisks indicate intense f-actin staining
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diameter, photomask design should account for a slight

decrease in feature diameter due to horizontal etching.

Due to the brittle nature of silicon, mold fracture during

scaffold delamination is perhaps the greatest practical

challenge in pore casting. As anticipated, high aspect ratio

features were more prone to breaking than shorter or wider

features. This scaffold was chosen as an extreme stress test to

demonstrate the capabilities of pore casting for creating pores

well below the size required to prevent epithelial cell trans-

migration. However, scaffolds with circular pores 1.5 lm in

diameter (Fig. 3c) and rectangles 1.5 lm 9 10 lm were also

fabricated (data not shown). These larger features were easier

to fabricate while likely sufficient to prevent epithelial cell

transmigration.

The angle of the silicon features was absolutely critical

in producing a scaffold that could be released from the

mold without fracture. Though cylindrical features with

90� sidewall angles are optimal for maintaining a cylin-

drical pore, practical concerns regarding scaffold removal

should also be considered. Features with larger tips than

bases were fractured during scaffold delamination as

slightly smaller pores produced by the narrower feature

base were unable to deform around the wider mold tips.

Much [90� features, though easily removed, produce

conical pores that limit pore aspect ratio and spacing. In

this case 90.2� features (base slightly wider than tip) pro-

vided a compromise that produced a scaffold with nearly-

cylindrical pores that could also be removed from the

mold. Although pore casting requires a more substantial

initial effort to develop than the PDMS-based molding

methods described by Jackman et al. [29] and Vozzi et al.

[30], the 10- to 100-fold gain in minimum feature size is

paramount in creating porous scaffolds appropriate for 2D

tissue engineering. In addition, once an etching protocol

has been established, subsequent patterns and molds can be

created by repeating the process with a different photomask

pattern, but otherwise using the same protocol, an advan-

tage over electrospinning which requires a major redevel-

opment process.

Electrospun scaffolds design was chosen to match the

TER of pore-cast scaffolds for subsequent comparison of

cellular barrier function; however, matching this value

resulted in obvious differences in scaffold morphology and

pore size. Electrospun scaffolds appeared to have a

generally rough surface topography and possessed pores

that were both larger and more variable in size. Electrospun

fiber diameter was similar to several previous studies that

used these meshes for tissue engineering of small diameter

vessels [43–45], though other reports use smaller fibers

with an average diameter of 500–1,000 nm [37, 46, 47]. In

any case, average fiber diameter alone is not fully-repre-

sentative of scaffold morphology as it fails to describe the

range of fiber sizes and pore size distribution which may be

very broad [37, 48, 49].

4.2 Cell behavior

Cells on pore-cast scaffolds displayed improved morphol-

ogy, surface coverage, monolayer formation, and barrier

function compared to cells on electrospun meshes. Cell

adhesion was similar or superior on pore-cast scaffolds and

generally high for all conditions with a minimum of 89.8 %

plating efficiency. As a result, it does not appear that

adhesion should be a major deciding factor for scaffold

selection. Instead, surface coverage and epithelial tissue

architecture are likely more critical criteria for proper tis-

sue function. Pore-cast scaffolds excelled in each of these

areas as all three cell types appeared flat and either con-

fluent or approaching confluency on pore-cast scaffolds.

When seeded on electrospun scaffolds these same cells

displayed poor surface coverage that would severely

diminish an engineered tissue’s barrier function. This

would be particularly detrimental for engineered blood

vessels where platelet aggregation on exposed biomaterial

surfaces results in thrombosis and loss of patency [33–35].

Because both scaffolds had similar cell adhesion, this lack

of coverage suggests that cells have migrated into the

scaffold which is acceptable for 2D tissue formation. This

conclusion was further supported by immunohistochemis-

try and SEM which revealed cells in spatial planes beneath

the fibrous surface.

The minimum pore size conducive to cell infiltration

varied by cell type, an observation that has been reported

by other groups previously [50, 51]. The sub-micron pores

contained in pore-cast scaffolds were sufficiently small to

prevent epithelial and endothelial cell invasion and main-

tain a cell monolayer; however this was not the case for

electrospun meshes. Caco2 cells displayed some ability to

span the large pores present in the electrospun meshes, but

MDCK and HUVECs migrated freely into the scaffold

inducing a multi-layered tissue not characteristic of epi-

thelium or endothelium. HUVEC invasion of electrospun

scaffolds was especially surprising because a previous

study had found that these cells attached and spread on

6 lm electrospun fibers at similar levels as on flat tissue

culture polystyrene [43]. Thus, the smaller (3.67 lm) fibers

were thought to have a similar morphological outcome, but

Table 1 Transepithelial resistance (X/cm2) of scaffolds and cells

Scaffold No

cells

MDCK Caco-2 HUVECs

Electrospun 5 ± 0 15 ± 7 5 ± 2 1 ± 1

Pore-cast 7 ± 1 381 ± 84*** 1,850 ± 240*** 13 ± 2***

Values are expressed as mean ± SD

*** P \ 0.001 compared to same cell type on electrospun scaffold
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instead cells appeared stretched between fibers at and

below the surface.

Immunohistochemistry revealed further differences

between cells on electrospun and pore-cast PCL. Cells on

electrospun scaffolds displayed heterogeneous and incom-

plete ZO-1 localization at cell–cell borders indicating that

tight junction (barrier) formation was disrupted. However,

cells on pore-cast scaffolds exhibited well-localized, con-

tinuous ZO-1 staining suggesting improved barrier func-

tion. This observation was quantitatively confirmed by

TER which was significantly higher for all cell types on

pore-cast PCL. Both MDCK and Caco-2 cells on pore-cast

scaffolds quickly attained very high TER values indicating

proficient epithelial barrier function. Although HUVECs

on both scaffolds displayed a low resistance compared to

the other cell types, this was expected for microvascular

endothelial cells [52]. Cells on pore-cast scaffolds also

displayed cortical f-actin localization which is character-

istic of mature, well-formed epithelium [53]. Alternately,

cells on electrospun PCL contained densely-packed stress

fibers that are indicative of a challenged state.

In this experiment electrospun scaffolds inhibited the

formation of a normal epithelial monolayer. This poor cell

response would likely have been mitigated slightly by

using smaller diameter fibers; however, small fibers are

very difficult to fabricate. Determining the correct param-

eters for electrospinning requires substantial development

effort in order to achieve sub-micron fibers with homoge-

neous diameter while avoiding ‘‘beading’’ which results in

large polymer deposits along the fiber [54]. Despite

numerous attempts, the authors were unable to fabricate

electrospun PCL fibers that met this set of criteria. How-

ever, even if thin fibers had been successfully fabricated,

large pores with the potential for invasion would still

persist. Though decreasing fiber size decreases the spatial

frequency of large pores, the randomness of electrospin-

ning makes it statistically-probable that large openings

would persist. Kwon et al. [15] observed that electrospun

meshes with fibers as small as 300 nm in diameter resulted

in an average and maximum pore diameter of 5 and 30 lm

respectively. This large maximum pore size is especially

concerning because any cell invasion is inappropriate for

2D tissues. Kwon’s group also found that maximum pore

size increased dramatically with even slight increases in

fiber diameter. Increasing the average fiber diameter from

300 nm to just 1.16 lm corresponded to a new maximum

pore size of 400 lm [15]. Because of this, there may be no

ideal fiber size that achieves an appropriate balance of

sufficient porosity and reliable prevention of cell invasion.

Track etched films represent another possible alternative

to pore casting. Unlike electrospinning, track etching is

able to create very uniform, exceptionally small pores

down to 10 nm in a flat surface [55]. However, track

etching possesses other limitations that are both funda-

mental and practical. The major inherent limitation of track

etching is random pore location that can result in fused

pores with double (or more) the pore diameter that may

negatively affect the membrane’s ability to prevent cell

invasion. Further, from a practical perspective, track etched

membranes require the use of machinery that is excep-

tionally rare and are only commercially available in a

handful of polymers [55]. As a result, there is a major

challenge in employing track etched membrane for tissue

engineering which is likely to benefit from particular

materials and tightly-regulated pore size.

In terms of practical fabrication advantages, pore casting

requires only standard microfabrication tools, can be used

to easily create morphologically identical porous scaffolds

using different component materials, and minimizes the

time required for changing pore architecture. These bene-

fits offer flexibility in processing that is ideal for scientific

research by using supremely-relevant controls for experi-

mentation. For instance, using the same mold to create

scaffolds of different materials allows the researcher to

isolate the effect of material composition on cell behavior.

Likewise, applying the same etching recipe to a different

photomask pattern (pore size/spacing/shape) will allow

researchers to isolate only the effects of pore architecture.

In addition, pore casting also has several advantages over

electrospinning and track etching including that the

resulting pores are fully user defined in terms of both

location and shape. Uniform, reproducible pores substan-

tially reduce the variability between scaffolds and elimi-

nate the possibility of larger pores that would be at risk for

cell invasion. Further, pore shape could be co-opted to

provide topographical cues such as alignment via contact

guidance in order to improve engineered tissue organiza-

tion. As a result, pore casting is uniquely positioned as an

accessible and robust technique capable of creating porous

scaffolds ideal for epithelial and endothelial cell culture.

5 Conclusions

Herein we describe a novel technique for the fabrication of

porous thin film scaffolds. We then provide in vitro data

demonstrating enhanced epithelial and endothelial cell

behavior on these scaffolds compared to electrospun

meshes. Perhaps the largest advantage offered by pore

casting is its high degree of control which allows for com-

plete control over pore size, shape, spacing, and location

with sub-micron resolution. Though this proof-of-concept

study demonstrates the fabrication of PCL films with

*700 nm cylindrical pores, a variety of porous polymer

films could be produced by spinning a different solution

onto the same mold. In addition, pore architecture could also
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be easily altered by designing a different photomask pattern,

but employing the same etch recipe. In contrast to elec-

trospinning and track-etching which require substantial

process refinement when altering pore/fiber architecture

and/or material, the flexibility of pore casting allows the user

to easily create highly-controlled porous scaffolds. Pore

casting has the potential to fill a currently unmet need by

producing porous scaffolds appropriate for 2D tissue engi-

neering. Pore-cast scaffolds may be particularly valuable for

vascular tissue engineering, in which complete cell cover-

age, trans-scaffold transport, and mechanical properties are

essential, but poorly regulated by current approaches.
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